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Description 2024 Nexus Ghost 33DS, For Our Best Price Call 800-335-6054 or Visit
MHSRV.com - Motor Home Specialist - The #1 Volume Selling Motor Home
Dealership in the World 10 Years in a Row! Approximately $165 Million Dollars to
Choose From. New RVs from $19,999 to $1,500,000 and Every Price-Point in-
between! No Games. No Gimmicks. Huge Discounts on All New RVs Every Day!
No Prep or Make Ready Charges Free 14 Nights of Camping - Plus the RV
Complete VIP Suite of Services Complementary for 1 Year! M.S.R.P. $335,173-
New 2024 Nexus Ghost 33DS Luxury International Diesel Super C RV for Sale at
Motor Home Specialist; the #1 Volume Selling Motor Home Dealership in the
World. This unit is approximately 33 feet in length and features 2 slides, a 360HP
Cummins diesel engine, International chassis, and a king bed. Options include the
deluxe 4-color full body paint exterior, exterior entertainment center, Mobileye
collision warning, theater seating, solar, cabover entertainment center, rear
chrome skirt guard w/logo, stackable washer/dryer, and a roof ladder. This
luxurious RV also features the Ghost Value Package which includes a 6-speed
3000 series transmission, composite substrate in walls and roof, high strength
alloy steel frame throughout, one piece fiberglass cap and metal HVAC ducting.
Additional features found in the Nexus RV include galvanized steel storage boxes,
heated and enclosed holding tanks, upgraded flooring and "plug and play"
electrical harnesses throughout the coach making every Nexus RV's electrical
system more dependable. Strength, Safety and Customer Satisfaction are the 3
cornerstones found in every Nexus RV. The strength of the International chassis
is nothing short of legendary and the 360HP diesel engine delivers exceptional
power and performance. The construction of the Nexus RV far exceeds the
industry norm. First, and arguable foremost, the Nexus RV boast an all STEEL
cage construction instead of the normal aluminum framed construction found in
the competition. Steel cage construction is 72% stronger than aluminum and is
only common place is RVs such as the Foretravel Realm or a Prevost bus
conversion; both of which would have an M.S.R.P. value well over $1 million
dollars! That same commitment to strength and safety is found throughout the
Nexus line-up. You will also find construction highlights such as 2 layers of Azdel
substrate in the sidewalls & roof! The Azdel product provides 3X the insulation
value of wood and is 50% lighter which will help optimize your engine s
performance and fuel economy, and because it is not a wood material harvested
from the rain forest it is both greener and provides a less that 1% chance of
retaining any moisture that could ever lead to wall separation or mold. It is also
formaldehyde free, impact resistant and a sound absorbing material creating a
much quieter RV. To further protect and insulate the RV from the elements Nexus
utilizes high grade UV protected automot

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: SNX39981
VIN Number: 34979-SNX39981
Condition: New
Length: 33
Slideouts: 2
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